My fav character...

He's the Cat in the Hat.
He is white and he is black.
He likes to use words like this and like that.

He has a super cool car that cleans up grime.
He wears a red and white hat that is full of rhyme.

He has two friends, Thing 1 and Thing 2 with hair that is wild and blue.
They do the opposite of what you say, but don't be mad they just really like to play.

The Cat in the Hat makes huge messes.
He's a known trouble-maker cause he ruins polka dot dresses.

He is so tall when he balances on bouncy balls.
But when he drinks milk, oops, he falls.

The Cat in the Hat is crazy like a leaping bunny.
He is as silly as a Silly Billy.
And a fish thinks he's crazy.

The Cat is enemies with a fish whose named Fish and lives in a tea dish.
Fish isn't very adventurous, so he gets too furious.

He yells, "Kids kick that cat out!"
And with a poof...
He begs the children to stay out of trouble, so they don't get in trouble times double.

That Cat In The Hat is not ever done being fun.